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“In the battlefield, Levi Garrison became more and more courageous in the battle.”

Fall down and get up again to continue fighting.

Fall down and get up again.

…

He seems to have unlimited physical strength.

It can’t beat him at all.

But there are too many people in front of me.

Even if Levi Garrison was so brave and invincible.

Time will not be enough!

“””broken!!!”””

“Levi Garrison roared wildly, his body exploded with unmatched strength.ÿ..”

This is a combat technique in that ancient technique-sweeping across the army.

This combat skill is displayed as soon as possible.

The lethality is amazing!

“””boom!”””



“””boom!”””

…

It was like a storm bombarding the surroundings.

“””Uh!”””

“””Uh!”””

…

The screams were endless.

“Tens of thousands of people flew out, completely opening a way for Levi Garrison.”

“””puff!”””

“But after using the combat skills, Levi Garrison vomited blood again because of the huge
consumption.”

But his eyes were full of firmness.

Wipe the blood from the corner of his mouth and continue the fight.

“Combat skills are frequently used, and its lethality can be said to be against the sky.”

One enemy after another blocked his feet.

“Levi Garrison turned into a devil, blazing a trail of blood.”

“After Levi Garrison used his combat skills, the whole world was stunned.”

It turns out that he didn’t use his full strength just now!

Now his true strength has only been revealed bit by bit.

“However, after the combat skills were used, the loss to him was too great.”



Levi Garrison kept coughing up blood.

The subsequent use of combat skills has become more and more difficult.

limit!

The real limit!

“But looking at the scattered crowd in front of him, Levi Garrison smiled.”

He is about to succeed.

The highest point of Jiulong Mountain is close at hand.

“””kill!”””

Levi Garrison hurriedly used combat skills three times in a row.

“””Puff!”””

“””Puff!”””

…

All the enemies in front of him fell.

No one stood.

Crazy!

It’s crazy to the extreme.

Millions of people were abruptly beaten by one person.

Unimaginable miracle!

It is absolutely unprecedented!



It cannot be copied at all in the future.

One person is against a million army!

It really became a fact!

But Levi Garrison also paid an extremely painful price.

He fell down.

Can’t stand up!

“In the case of extreme exhaustion in the previous rounds of combat, another forty-eight
combat techniques were used.”

His body has truly reached its limit.

“If it were not for the willpower, he was afraid that he would die prematurely.”

Prince William and Black Dragon are going crazy.

The price that cost millions of people and hundreds of master-level powerhouses could not
stop him.

But they can accept it as a result.

Levi Garrison fell.

He can’t stand up anymore.

“Levi Garrison tried many times, but fell down every time and couldn’t stand up anymore”

The highest point of Jiulong Mountain was not far from him.

Could it be that all previous efforts have been lost?

“””Get up! One word side by side! Keep going!”””



“””Victory is ahead, go on!”””

“””It’s time, don’t fall down!”””

…

Everyone in Erudia was crying and dripping blood while cheering for him.

“At this moment, Levi was moving suddenly.”

He no longer chooses to stand up.

“But holding the Erudia Dragon Banner, crawling on the ground little by little.”

“Every time you move a certain distance, it leaves a striking blood mark.”

He is using a weak body to defend Erudia’s pride!

“Even if he can’t stand up, he must insert the Erudia Dragon Banner into the highest point
while climbing.”

Everyone in Erudia burst into tears at this moment.

This is truly worthy of the existence of a word side by side king!

Hold on!

“When Prince William saw this scene, he smiled and said, “”It’s really touching, but it’s a pity
that my ultimate move still doesn’t appear.”””
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Prince William just finished speaking.

I saw one by one the tall war Eagle Country masters appeared.

They are wearing special high-tech armor.

The biggest role of this kind of armor is to turn ordinary people into an invincible God of
War.

This kind of armor can’t be penetrated at all!

Especially in this case Levi Garrison.

“There was intelligence before that the War Eagle Nation also sent masters, but they did not
appear too late.”

“As a result, Prince William did not want his own people to suffer casualties.”

“Secondly, it will be useful at critical moments.”

“Sure enough, now is the most critical time.”

“As soon as these masters appeared, carrying heavy weapons in their hands, they all aimed
at Levi Garrison.

This is something that no one thought of.

The final decision turned out to be a small group of people.

“””I’m going to lose! It’s a fall short of success!”””



“””Prince William is too bad! It’s really shameless!”””

Everyone in Erudia was really desperate.

“The masters of the war eagle nation approached Levi Garrison step by step: “”How about?
Isn’t it going to die in our hands in the end? Desperate?”””

“””Despicable and shameless!”””

Levi Garrison glared at them.

“If he died, the Warhawk Congress would take all the credit.”

Will declare to the outside-they killed the king of Erudia side by side.

This credit has nothing to do with other people…

“After all, their style has always been this way!”

“””So what? In the end you still have to die in our hands!”””

“””Bye now!”””

…

“All the masters of the war eagle nation fired together, shooting Levi Garrison.”

“””Boom boom boom…”””

The huge firepower net instantly flooded Levi Garrison.

“””boom!!!”””

“But the next moment, Levi Garrison slid against the ground and jumped out, avoiding this
round of fire.”

“””boom!”””



He took advantage of the situation and pulled one person down.

“””boom!”””

Shattered the helmet of the battle armor with one punch.

He can continue to fight!

Erudia saw hope.

Prince William’s eyes were about to fly out.

Is that human being?

How can you still fight?

Little did they know that this was Levi Garrison’s persistence.

“The breath broke, and he was also dead.”

Levi Garrison fought with the masters of the War Eagle Nation.

He played desperately.

Although he could not stand up.

It can stay close to the ground and keep down the enemy.

“In this round of fierce battle, Levi Garrison’s body has long been riddled with holes.”

I don’t know how many bullets I have hit.

But he still couldn’t kill him.

He can fight again!

His goal is not yet complete!



…

This battle lasted for half an hour at the end.

“””Puff!”””

The last person also fell to the ground.

“As for Levi Garrison, he never stood up.”

“But after overturning these enemies, Levi Garrison could no longer move.”

The smoke filled with gunpowder.

“He fell in the middle of a pile of corpses, completely motionless.”

“His whole body was dyed blood long, and he couldn’t see anything.”

“Together with the Erudia Dragon Banner in his hand, it was also covered, and could no
longer fly.”

Is this over?

Prince William and others smiled.

He finally stopped moving.

It took such a great effort to finally kill him.

They succeeded!

“””Huh, finally!”””

The black dragon laughed out loud.

“””Time is coming! Only the last minute is left!”””

“When Erudia saw the battlefield scanned by the camera, everyone was desperate.”



The figure could no longer move.

Erudia Longqi can’t float anymore.

Still lost in the last step.

This was a painful blow to Erudia.

“””fifty!”””

“””forty nine!”””

…

Everyone started to count down.

Everyone in Erudia feels ashamed.

everything is over.

“””ten!”””

“””nine!”””

“””Eight!”””

…

“””zero!”””
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The six hours have arrived as agreed!

Levi Garrison did not arrive at the designated place.

Erudia Longqi was not inserted at the highest point either.

Levi Garrison also didn’t wake up.

Erudia failed!

It was a heavy day for Erudia.

“This time a heavy blow, Erudia could hardly be relieved.”

There was a dead silence throughout Erudia.

As if the background of the world had become off-white.

“””I declare that Erudia did not arrive within the stipulated time, as Erudia abandoned…”””

“Just when Erudia was announced as having failed, there was a loud noise

The announcement was abruptly interrupted.

“””Look at it!!!”””

The eyes of the whole world are focused on this.

“At the moment when the time counts down to zero, there is a touch of red rising from the
highest point of Jiulong Mountain!”



“Take a closer look, it is Erudia Longqi!”

“I saw Levi Garrison slowly stood up with a weak body, holding the blood-stained Erudia
Dragon Banner in his hand.”

“Soon, insert the highest point!”

Great Xia Longqi is flying!

Erudia won!

“””Won!!!”””

“””Erudia won!!!”””

“””As a Erudia, I am proud of it!”””

…

“Seeing this scene, Erudia completely boiled up and down.”

This is a proud day!

This is a day in the annals of history!

Although there is nothing to do.

But Erudia won!

Everyone understands in their hearts!

No matter what the forum is for.

But Erudia just won.

Erudia is a great country!

Who is not convinced



“In the ancestral home of the Lopez family in North Hampton, everyone cheered.”

In addition to feelings for Erudia.

They are also their backer because the word side by side king is their backer.

“The more glory he gains, it also affects their future.”

“As for the faces of Prince William and Heilong, the faces are as gray as death.”

They prepared all this.

It failed.

“””This??”””

“””I can’t accept it!”””

“””We spent so much, and we failed! Let him succeed!”””

The black dragon is like crazy.

Prince William’s face was even more unbearable.

“””No, I have never failed, especially such a failure, I cannot accept it!”””

Prince William roared wildly.

“””Trash, a bunch of trash! Millions of people can’t stop one person, what’s the matter?”””

“A bloodthirsty killing intent flashed in the black dragon’s eyes: “”Never let him live! I can’t
swallow this breath!”””

“””Yes, me too!”””

“””Since Erudia won the reputation this time, it was even said to have won the hearts of the
people and consolidated its status as a big country, but I want to get rid of it! He can’t leave
here!”””



“Prince William was heartbroken: “”Come on, give my order and cover Jiulong Mountain!”””

“””I don’t want to see living creatures in Jiulong Mountain! No one is allowed!”””

“The subordinate hesitated and said: “”But the prince, Jiulong Mountain and our people! Are
they going to retreat?”””

“””It’s too late! Hurry up and bomb!”””

Prince William ordered.

“Just when Erudia dreamed that Levi Garrison could retreat and return to Erudia to accept
the glory, a sudden mutation happened.”

“””Rumble…”””

“””Rumble…”””

…

Jiulong Mountain was bombarded with a blanket.

again and again.

Repeated bombing.

The purpose is to prevent any creatures from coming out alive.

The entire Jiulong Mountain turned into a sea of ??flames.

The mountains were almost razed to the ground.

The flying dragon flag has long been missing.

The bodies of those people are probably shattered in a disrespectful way.

“Not to mention the creatures, even the stones are not intact and a few pieces are left.”



“As for Levi Garrison, it was even more impossible.”

He was in the center of the bombing.

“After more than a dozen consecutive bombings, how could he not survive…”
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Jiulong Mountain was bombed and flattened.

The fire has been filled.

The smoke skyrocketed and couldn’t disperse for a long time.

“According to the information sent back from the front, all the creatures on Jiulong
Mountain were erased.”

There is no complete body.

No corpses even appeared.

“Even if it was not blown to pieces, it was abruptly burned by the fire.”

This is a proud day for Erudia.

It is also a day of grief!

That Erudia Hao Erlang still couldn’t escape death after all.



“If he was in full condition before, everyone still has hope.

He might be able to escape.

“But now he has truly reached the limit of his body, and it is difficult to even stand up.”

“Putting the Erudia Dragon Banner at the highest point, he exhausted his last breath.”

How could he escape under such dozens of coverage bombings?

It has become an indisputable fact that the king fell side by side on Jiulong Mountain.

“If you don’t accept it, you have to accept it.”

Prince William deliberately sent a crowd to search ten times.

There is no figure who has found the word side by side king.

Only a piece of Yanlong mask and a broken Yanlong sword were found at the scene.

“As for Yanlongjie, I don’t know where the bomb went.”

The thing is too small to be found.

“But if the mask and sword are found, it means that the king of the word side by side has
been blown up.”

he died!

“””The king is dead side by side!”””

“After Prince William sent the message, the whole world was boiling.”

This man who was so powerful that people could not imagine finally fell.

Especially Erudia is even more sad.

This blow is too big.



Messiah was silent from above and below.

This time it was not Levi Garrison’s joint suspended animation design with them.

The trip to Jiulong Mountain was completely beyond their control.

They can only watch.

“””I regret it, I shouldn’t let him go!”””

“””Hey, accept the reality!”””

“””Guo Shi Wushuang! It’s a blessing to have him!”””

…

The house of the ancestor of the Lopez family was also gloomy.

It is a double whammy for them.

Everyone is depressed when such a big backing falls.

“Zoey didn’t know why, and he felt very uncomfortable.”

My heart seemed to be blocked by something.

“I don’t know why, there was the bad news of the word side by side king, and she
immediately thought of Levi Garrison.”

Both of them went out of the country at the same time.

It’s really similar…

People have to be suspicious.

“As for Levilia without warning, he started crying: “”Dad is dead, Dad is dead…”””

“””Dad, you promised Levilia, you must come back to pick me and mom back!”””



“Seeing Levilia howling and crying, everyone felt very uncomfortable.”

Levilia has always said that father is the king by one word.

“Now that he is dead, it also means that Dad is dead.”

“In everyone’s opinion, this is an absurd thing.”

“Levi Garrison, a traitor, can be compared with this great hero who is unparalleled in the
country.”

But no one interrupted the child’s innocence.

“””Levilia, don’t worry, your father is alive, and he will come back to see you soon.”””

“””Yes, your father will be back!”””

…

“After hearing everyone’s persuasion, Levilia stopped crying.”

“””Is what you said is true? Dad is still alive?”””

“Levilia asked, blinking his big eyes.”

“””Yes, your father is alive and will come to see you soon.”””

Zoey took Levilia into his arms.

Helped her wipe the tears.

The emperor Xi Shu and Tang Yanran in the distance held back tears.

They want to tell everyone the facts.

Wang and Levi Garrison are one person.

Levilia’s father will never come back.



“However, he is Erudia’s super hero!”
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“””In the future, I will do my best to protect the prince and his family! Make sure that they will
have no worries for the rest of their lives! I will never get hurt in any way!”””

“””And I will always do the things the prince arrogantly confessed!”””

…

There was a firm look in the eyes of the Emperor Xi Shu.

“He might have been afraid of Levi Garrison before, or he might have to rely on him.”

“But now, I was completely convinced.”

“As for Zhentian Temple and Kingsley and others, they will continue to do things.”

They want to avenge Levi Garrison.

The Western Shumen clan also decided to build a huge sculpture to commemorate the king
of the word side by side in North Hampton.

“””Why didn’t you die like a traitor like Levi Garrison! It just happened to be a hero like the
king of the word side by side, God, you are unfair!”””



“””Yes, if possible, take Levi Garrison’s life to change the word and live side by side with the
king!”” ..”

…

The Lopez and Black families were indignant.

They even hope that Levi Garrison will die.

“While Zoey was sorrowful for the word side by side Wang, he was also worried about Levi
Garrison.”

Where is he now?

How’s it going?

Nothing happened!

Come back quickly!

Levilia and I are waiting for you!

…

Erudia sent several groups of people to search for Levi Garrison’s whereabouts.

But the result was disappointing and could not be found at all.

He basically has no chance of being alive.

“Soon there was a message from the international community-at the forum of the
twenty-eight nations of Dongfangzhou, Erudia and King chose to fight against each other
because of a bit of controversy.”

“In order to protect the safety of others, he had to be killed.”

“For a time, overseas have accused Erudia of being domineering, and the word side by side
was even more defiant.”



Delusion that the entire East Continent would listen to him.

“Now that the king is dead, he has to bear infamy.”

All crimes are on his back.

It’s all his fault…

Shameless Prince William!

Shameless war eagle country!

Everyone in Erudia hates and angry!

“However, the king kept the pride and dignity of Erudia!”

“It caused such a blow to Erudia, and almost all overseas were boiling.”

This is the biggest blow to Erudia in the past 100 years.

Of course they paid a painful price.

“When Prince William was happy, he directly gave the Avengers a subject.”

The Avengers already own thirteen islands plus a piece of land.

“After they finish their things, they can completely betray Erudia.”

“””One word side by side, the king will die, who can stop us?”””

“After returning to the organization, the black dragon laughed.”

Little did they know that they had been secretly watched.

The members of the Zhentian Temple were excited.

But the lord was helpless.



They can only continue to stare.

“Waiting for a command that cannot be “”waited””.”

Soon it was three days and nights since the battle of Jiulong Mountain.

“The flames of war were extinguished, and the smoke dissipated.”

Jiulong Mountain showed a ruined face.

The mountain was almost flattened.

There is scorched earth everywhere.

Purgatory in the world…

Erudia is still waiting for a miracle to happen.

“””If a miracle happens, it must be red!”””

But a burnt flagpole was found in the scorched earth!

“Don’t think about it, Erudia Longqi was burned long ago.”

Levi Garrison is really impossible to live!

The miracle of Erudia’s dream is completely shattered!

He is always human!

Not a god!

The bullet can still hurt.

Not to mention this degree of coverage bombing.

“No matter how powerful it is, this is impossible.”



“On the same day, Erudia announced: The king died side by side, he was added as a martyr,
immortal!”

A deserted beach in Star Country.

“A little girl picking up crabs suddenly said: “”Mom, look at someone in the sea.”””


